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ELEPHANT WOODS AND WATER TAXIDERMY

DS ARMS CUSTOM DONALD TRUMP EDITION FAL RIFLE

This amazing one of a kind tribute to our 45th president
is like no other FAL rifle before! This rifle features an
amazing American Flag Themed DuraCoat Finish, Laser
Engraving and Machined Engraving. Detail of this artwork
include the iconic “Make America Great Again” slogan,
President Trumps name engraved on the handguards,
a Bald Eagle laser engraved into the buttstock and the
Trump Family Crest engraved on the magazine well.
This one of a kind rifle would be the centerpiece of any
fine collection.

Free Standing Reproduction Elephant Shoulder
Mount Pedestal
DONATED BY: WOODS AND WATER TAXIDERMY
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Rifle Features & Specifications:
7.62x51 /.308 Caliber - 18” Barrel - Fixed Stock
Adjustable Gas System - Full Length Handguards
SAW Pistol Grip - Extreme Duty Scope Mount
20 Round Magazine - Custom Hard Case
EOTech Holographic Sight & Magnifier.
DONATED BY: DS ARMS
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HUNTING TRIP FOR 1 IN 2018-2019 SEASON WITH
CHOICE OF 1 CAPRA SPECIES

Shikar is the Asian equivalent of Safari in Africa and
presents some of the most adventurous experiences
left on this earth. Shikar Safaris is based in Turkey and
has been organizing hunts in Asia & Europe for over 20
years. They have traveled many times to each of their
destinations and over the years and have built teams of
highly skilled and professional staff at each camp, airport
and city to make sure that every guest has an experience
of a lifetime. Shikar Safaris has organized over 3,500
successful hunts and many hunters have taken World
Record trophies.
Bidders Choice from 1 of the following hunts
1) Turkey – Anatolian (Bezoar) Ibex
Arrival & Departure city is Istanbul
7 days hunt+2 days travel
Season: November 1 to March .
Accommodation: hotels or lodges
Trophy fee: Best available trophy fee is included at
Common Areas. Bidder may upgrade to a Special Area
permit by paying an additional $12,000.
2) Pakistan – Sind Ibex
Arrival & Departure city is Islamabad
7 days hunt+2 days travel
Season: November 1 to March 31
Accommodation: lodges or guest house
Trophy fee: Best available trophies are included at
Sind area.
$2,000 upgrade fee for Baluchistan area up to 39’’ Ibex
trophy fee included. There will be a trophy surcharge at
Baluchistan area: additional $2,000 per inch for over 39.’’

THE TRUMP 45 PISTOL

Kyrgyzstan – Mid Asian Ibex
Arrival & Departure city is Bishkek
7 days hunt+2 days travel
Season: September 1- December 15
Accommodation: lodge or tented camp
Trophy fee: Best available trophy fee is included.
Mongolia – Altay Ibex
Arrival & Departure city is Ulaanbaatar
7 days hunt+2 days travel
Season: July 15 – October 15
Accommodation: Traditional yurts/gers
Trophy fee: Best available trophy fee is included.
INCLUDED: 1x1 guiding, hunting licenses, all hunting
organization, full board accommodation during the
hunt, daily fees, gun import permit, infield trophy
care, visa invitation, airport handling, VAT and ground
transportation from/to nearest airport.
EXCLUDED: Hotels and sightseeing tours before/after
the hunts, all international/domestic flights, charters,
trophy shipments, export documents, vet certificates,
CITES for Bezoar Ibex & Altay Ibex, trophy cleaning and
preparation after the hunt, visa fees, insurance, personal
expenses and tips.
NOTE: THIS IS
FOR 2018-2019
SEASON ONLY.
DONATED BY:
SHIKAR SAFARIS

In celebration of the 45th American President, the 44
who have gone before him and the smooth transfer
of power within the American political system that
has been a hallmark of the greatest nation, Cabot
Guns presents the TRUMP 45 commemorative 1911
pistols. Only forty-five units will be produced, each
successively honoring one of our American Presidents
from serial WASHINGTON01 through TRUMP45.
The 1911 offered in tonight’s auction is the featured
firearm from all promotional materials for this series
and is serialized, POLK-11. Finished in 24 karat
gold and featuring a meteorite trigger, this Cabot is
presented in a hand-crafted base, with a wood inlay
from the U.S.S. Constitution.
DONATED BY CABOT GUNS
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5 DAY, ALL-INCLUSIVE FULLY GUIDED 1:1 HUNT ON
VANCOUVER ISLAND FOR COASTAL BLACK BEAR

A spot-and-stalk hunting adventure just days away
- hunt May 28th to June 1st, 2018 and 2019. Rarely
do you get to book a premium hunt like this on such
short notice. Vancouver Island is famous for its natural
beauty, abundant game and superior trophy quality.
Hunters will experience wonderful lodge-based luxury
accommodations with private rooms and bath, fantastic
chef prepared meals and seasoned guides. This is a hunt
to enjoy with family and friends.
VALID MAY 28 - JUNE 1 FOR 2018 AND 2019.
DONATED BY: VANCOUVER ISLAND GUIDE

NIGHTHAWK TURNBULL VIP 1 CUSTOM 1911 PISTOL

The Nighthawk Turnbull VIP 1, or Very Impressive Pistol, is
just that, impressive. The Turnbull VIP models are the first
additions to our VIP Collectors Line. As one of our most
exclusive models, the VIP is built as a true heirloom piece
that is the result of a collaboration between Nighthawk
Custom and Doug Turnbull. Because of the time and
skill that that is required to give this unique appearance,
these guns are very limited in availability. This pistol is
crafted with all of the finest customizations, including
a classic case hardened and polished frame. The high
polished, charcoal blued slide, matches the slide stop,
magazine release, and thumb safety. To top it all off, we
added a 14k solid gold bead front sight, mammoth ivory
grips, and a custom case. Every pistol will vary slightly in
appearance because each case hardened frame and set
of mammoth ivory grips is unique. For years, firearms
customers have loved Turnbull Finishes. Because of the
relationship between Mark Stone of Nighthawk and Doug
Turnbull, and the respect both men have for the product
each company produces, they have created a partnership
that has resulted in the finest 1911 pistols on the market.
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FEATURES
• Custom display box
• Finish-frame: high polished and Turnbull case hardened
• Finish-slide and controls: high polished and
Turnbull charcoal blued
• Forged government size frame and 5” barrel
• Match grade .45 ACP barrel
• Cross-cut mammoth ivory grips
• One-piece magwell/mainspring housing
• Heavy bevel on the bottom of the slide
• Ball cut radius on the slide
• Five vertical lines on the front strap and
mainspring housing
• Rear cocking serrations
• Solid 14K gold bead front sight
• Solid black Heinie Slant Pro rear sight
• 40 lines per inch serrated rear of slide to match rear sight
• Crowned barrel flush with bushing
• Lightweight medium solid aluminum Nighthawk 		
Custom trigger
• Smooth recoil spring plug with thick barrel bushing
• Completely dehorned for comfortable carry
• New ultra hi-cut front strap
DONATED BY: NIGHTHAWK CUSTOM/TURNBULL
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ESPACAZA STAG HUNT FOR 1 IN SPAIN

2018 NRA-ILA ENGRAVED 1873 ORIGINAL HENRY RIFLE

Designed in 1860 by Benjamin Tyler Henry, the Henry
rifle was first carried in the Civil War by Union troops, and
later found its way west to be an iconic symbol of the
American Wild West. Its popularity was in no small part
influenced by its capacity as a repeating rifle.
Jose Mallo from ESPACAZA is donating a Red Stag
hunt for 1 in Spain. Valid for 2018 and 2019, with the
best periods being September to December. This is a 3
to 5 day trip and the hunt includes: Guide interpreter,
transportation from Madrid, all meals and beverages and
first class accommodations during the hunt.
Not Included: License and 18% VAT tax on donation. Jose
recommends bringing a non-hunter.
This is more than just a hunting trip, as it will include touring,
great accommodations, cultural visits, great food and
fantastic Spanish wines. It can be combined with Spanish
Ibex, Fallow deer, Chamois at normal published price.
This is a rifle hunt. Hunters fly to Aena Airport.
www.espacaza.com

NOTE: MUST BE TAKEN IN
2018/2019
DONATED BY ESCAPAZA

But, capacity alone wasn’t enough. With Union Army
records indicating a lack of marksmanship by its troops,
Union veterans Col. William Conant Church and Capt.
George Wood Wingate formed the National Rifle
Association in November 1871. The association’s primary
goal would be to “promote and encourage rifle shooting
on a scientific basis.” These NRA early beginnings and
the events that led up to its founding are celebrated and
captured in this special Henry Original Rifle, donated
by the manufacturer, Henry Repeating Arms and the
engraver, Baron Engraving.
A closer look at the receiver’s left-front panel depicts
a mortar battery in Yorktown, Virginia, in 1862, with
men loading 200lb. cannon balls. A waving flag, with
its forward-lunging spearhead staff-top, along with the
screaming eagle that is coming in for strike directly above
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the flag, bring the left-rear panel to life. Perfectly placed
at the eagle’s talons are the NRA-ILA letters.
The right-front panel has a cannon battery, complete
with the blast and smoke from a round just fired, the crew
working the cannon, ramrods and a stack of cannonballs.
When looking closely at the right-rear panel, so much
pre-NRA detail is brought forth. Soldiers charging into
battle on horseback, sword drawn; infantrymen in the
background; a layered collection of cannon, ramrods,
swords, sabers, muskets, flags and an emblem are
centered on the panel. Resting around this collection are
two revolvers, a Henry Rifle, a field drum with sticks, two
bugles, a satchel and a stack of cannon balls.
All four panels, as well as the receiver’s top, are framed
by American leafy-vine scroll patterns and point-dot
stippling, to enhance the graceful lines of the Henry
rifle and focus attention on the magnificently engraved
scenes on this one-of-a-kind rifle, which is signed by the
Baron engraver, Heidi Roos.
DONATED BY: HENRY AND BARON ENGRAVING
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THE FIRMINATOR

The Firminator is a three in one land management tool
designed with hunters, land managers, and landscapers in
mind. The Firminator combines a heavy framed disc harrow,
a precision seeder and a robust, cast-iron, agricultural-grade
cultipacker to form a food plot implement like no other.
The frame of the Firminator is fabricated from 3” square
tubing and laser cut steel parts by certified welders in a
quality controlled manufacturing facility. Attached to this
tough frame are heavy 18” discs that will break even the
toughest of soils. Since most food plotters plant when the
time is available, not when the conditions are perfect, we
have placed mud scrapers between our discs in case it is a
little too wet. You can also adjust the disking angle from zero
to twenty degrees to break even hard dry ground.
The precision seeding system is known as the Accu-Seed
system, and will deliver a huge variety of seeds from clover,
brassicas, wheat, oats, corn, soybeans, and even chufa
accurately and efficiently. The seed system is very accurate,
and time proven, as it is the same seed system used by
many farmers to plant wheat and other cash crops in the
Midwest for over forty years!

ELEGANT ONE-OF-A-KIND CAPRIVI RIFLE IN THE ICONIC
.375 H&H MAGNUM

Behind the Accu-Seed system is a heavy, cast iron
cultipacker. Many planters use a drag, steel roller, or even
plastic wheels to firm the seed bed, but the Firminator uses
the same tool that farmers use: a cast iron cultipacker. The
heavy cast-iron cultipacker smooths and firms the seed bed
for maximum soil to seed contact which greatly increases
germination rates. The cultipacker is especially important
for the small seeds like clover, brassicas and chicory. These
small (and usually expensive) seeds will not survive if they
are planted too deeply. The key to these plantings is to
have a firm, level cultipacked seed bed before you drop the
seed, and then cultipack it again. The Firminator makes this
process as easy as possible, as you are using one implement
to do three planting tasks! The Firminator can even be used
to plant native warm-season grasses for CRP programs.
The Firminator comes in 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 foot widths to fit any
size food plot or ATV/tractor. It is proudly manufactured in
Milner, Georgia by Ranew’s Outdoor Equipment. If you are
ready to plant the best food plots possible, please contact
Ranew’s Outdoor Equipment at 678-544-4400 or
www.thefirminator.com.
DONATED BY FIRMINATOR/
RANEW’S OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT

Kimber is proud to offer this stunningly elegant oneof-a-kind Caprivi Rifle in the iconic .375 H&H Magnum
cartridge. The receiver has been delicately engraved with
a scrolled leaf pattern and stippled accents.
Turnbull Restorations then meticulously color case
hardened the action and rust blued the barrel.
Charcoal blued small parts and AA-Grade French walnut
with genuine ebony tip round out this this stunning piece.
The rifle is further enhanced by wearing the latest
Schmitt and Bender, 1-8x24 EXOS scope with flashdot
illumination reticle, which is then firmly secured by
Badger Ordnance rings. Both featured items were
graciously donated for this rifle.
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Specifications
Model: Kimber Caprivi Dangerous game rifle
Caliber: .375 H&H Magnum
Stock: AA-Grade French Walnut with ebony tip and twin
cross bolts, 24 lpi full wrap hand checkering.
Action: Engraved, color case hardened long action with
Mauser claw controlled round feeding.
Barrel: 1:12 twist, 24” rust blued barrel.
Sights: 3 leaf Express sight with hooded adjustable
front sight.
Scope: Schmitt & Bender, 1-8x24 EXOS scope with
flashdot illumination reticle.
Rings: Badger Ordnance 30mm .823”Standard
DONATED BY: KIMBER
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FREEDOM’S STEEL™ VII - DEFENDER’S EDGE™ BIG BEAR
SUB-HILT FIGHTER

“LET SLEEPING LEOPARDS LIE” (LEOPARD ASLEEP ON
A LOG AFTER EATING) 36” X 48”; 2015; ORIGIN AFRICAACRYLIC ON BOARD
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Mitchell D Cohen – Prairie Digital Photo

Dietmar Kressler of Germany is internationally acclaimed
for his extraordinary integral knives. Integral means that
they are created from a solid billet of steel by carefully
removing steel until all that is left is a blade, guard (hilt
and sub-hilt in this knife), tang and butt cap, all one
solid piece. Kessler sets himself apart from many integral
knife makers in that he uses no computer controlled
(CNC) machinery to remove all that metal; it is all done
painstakingly using conventional tooling. Kessler’s Big
Bear Sub-Hilt Fighter is the pinnacle of his integral knives,
his most difficult and desirable creation.

shape, it was shipped to Montana for engraving by
internationally celebrated knifemaker and FEGA Master
Engraver Rick Eaton.

Kressler spent time in America as a young man and was
a member of NRA. It was early in his knifemaking career
and he says he often thought he should donate one of
his knives to NRA to support the cause of freedom. Many
years later when the opportunity offered itself, he jumped
at the chance. Living in Germany, he notes, “you really
appreciate the freedom and safety American’s enjoy
because of the NRA.”

The knife was shipped back across the Atlantic where
Kessler heat treated the knife and carefully fitted the
highly-figured 10,000-year-old Mammoth Ivory handle
scales. Finished to his signature mirror polished finish, it
was shipped back across the Atlantic to Eaton for final
installation of the 24K Gold inlay and inking. Freedom’s
Steel™ VII - Defender’s Edge™ Big Bear Sub-Hilt Fighter
was finally complete and ready to be part of some lucky
person’s collection.

This extraordinary Freedom’s Steel™ VII - Defender’s
Edge™ Big Bear Sub-Hilt Fighter has a 7-inch double
hollow ground mirror polished blade of high-tech RWL-34
powder metallurgy high carbon stainless steel. It features
a tapered tang for improved balance and is 12.875 inches
long overall.
Defender’s Edge™ crossed the Atlantic three times
during its creation. After Kressler finished it to final

Eaton’s engraving features a sophisticated and
intertwined design with deeply sculpted and French gray
primary leaves from which originate both bright finished
stainless leaves and 24k Gold stems and fine shaded 24k
Gold leaves. The background features Eaton’s trademark
fine matte finish which provides excellent contrast to the
sculpted leaves for an eye-popping result.

DONATED BY:
KNIFE RIGHTS

Vickie McMillan-Hayes, is a lifetime member of the NRA
and has donated paintings for the ILA Dinner and Auction
and NRA-WLF. She is known for her breathtaking wildlife
and nature paintings that advance global conservation
causes. Her 36” x 48”painting called “Let Sleeping
Leopards Lie” is a depiction of a satisfied leopard
enjoying a leisure afternoon after a full meal. The leopard
is known as one of the “Big Five”, coined by big-game
hunters and is one of the most difficult animals in Africa
to hunt.
Vickie McMillan, a native Texan and resident of The
Woodlands, masterfully creates breathtaking wildlife,
landscape and nature paintings that advance global
conservation causes, envisions and executes large

public installations, and conducts art-based global
outreach initiatives that equip, encourage, and motivate
disadvantaged, disabled, and impoverished people.
Her large public installations include public buildings,
hospitals, schools, correctional facilities and other
government organizations. McMillan’s award-winning
paintings have been exhibited in both Art Museums and
fine art galleries throughout the country and abroad. Her
paintings are included in museum collections, corporate
and private collections and have been published in wellknown magazines, articles and reviews both locally and
internationally.
DONATED BY: VICKIE McMILLAN HAYES
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“REFLECTIONS OF AMERICA” BRONZE BY
LARAN GHIGLIERI ,65”H X 24”W X 23”D

DAY-AND-A-HALF SHOOTING COURSE FOR 4 WITH
TOMAHAWK STRATEGIC SOLUTIONS
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M&P® 15 SPORT™ II

Aimpoint® CompM5

Laran Ghiglieri brings his own unique sense of artistry
that both complements his lineage, and allows his
own vision to shine through his work. His precision and
attention to detail make his sculptures and paintings
stand out among other artists.
DONATED BY: TREASURE INVESTMENTS
CORPORATION. MARK RUSSO

This day-and-a-half course will provide four participants
with the basic knowledge and repetitions needed to
establish proficiency with your carbine and sidearm. Not
only will you establish a solid foundation of fundamental
shooting principles, but you will be instructed on the
proper mindset needed to effectively win a deadly
encounter if ever faced with one. Your instructors will hail
from some of the most elite units in the United States
Military. They now advise and train law enforcement
agencies and corporate security professionals with
Tomahawk Strategic Solutions.

M&P®9 M2.0™

WINNING BIDDERS RECEIVE: (4) M&P®15 SPORT™
II carbine rifles, 4) M&P®9 M2.0 pistols, and (4)
Aimpoint® sights.
Location will be mutually agreed upon or can be hosted
in Nashville, Tennessee.
DONATED BY: TOMAHAWK STATEGIC SOLUTIONS,
AIMPOINT, SMITH AND WESSON

FN M249S AND M249 PARA, CHAMBERED
IN 5.56X45MM NATO
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TWO BLACK RAIN ORDNANCE, INC. RIFLES,
ONE CHAMBERED IN .223 AND ONE IN .308.

Black Rain Ordnance, Inc. is a Neosho, MO. based,
precision firearms manufacturer, specializing in tactical
style rifles and silencers. From inception the company has
strived to manufacture only the best made-in-the-U.S.A.
products that money can buy. All products carrying the
B.R.O. Bio-Hazard logo are made in America by American
workers.

The FN M249S, a semi-automatic version of the M249
SAW light machine gun, was originally developed by
FN Herstal as the FN MINIMI® and adopted by the U.S.
military in 1988. The rifle features the signature 18.5inch PN cold hammer-forged, chrome-lined barrel and
operates from a closed-bolt position. Chambered in
5.56x45mm NATO, the rifle will accept both magazine
and linked ammunition belt and offers a 4.0-6.5 pound
trigger pull out of the box.
®

Also, own the newest addition to the Military Collector
Series- the FN M249S® PARA, a semiauto version of
the currently contracted FN® M249 PARA. The PARA
was designed for airborne, armored infantry and close

quarters combat (CQC) operations with a shorter barrel
and collapsible buttstock. It retains all of the features of
the FN® M249 SAW and can be field-converted back to
the standard model canfiguration in just 30 seconds.
DONATED BY: FN

Black Rain Ordnance, Inc. is extremely proud to donate to
this year’s NRA-ILA auction a matching pair set of rifles.
Two Black Rain Ordnance, Inc. rifles, one chambered
in .223 and one in .308. These rifles feature our billet
aluminum receivers, charging handle, and tactical
latch, our free float monolithic modular hand guard,
stainless steel barrels, adjustable gas blocks, competition
compensators, 3.5 lb. drop in trigger groups, nickel boron
coated bolt and carrier groups, and single point slings.
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They are dressed with Magpul furniture, UBR stocks,
MIAD grips, and PMAGS. We coated these rifles with a
custom Cerakote to give them a unique and one of a kind
look. These rifles are not production models that Black
Rain Ordnance, Inc. catalogs, these are one off rifles.
DONATED BY: BLACK RAIN
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VERY FINE PRESENTATION QUALITY SILVER FITTED GILT
FINISHED AMERICAN STAFF & FIELD STYLE SWORD

Offered here is a very fine presentation quality American
sword. The overall length of the sword is 38 inches, and
the curved double fuller blade measures 32 inches. The
general layout of the sword follows the popular Civil
War era “Staff & Field” officer’s pattern, though with a
much higher degree of fit, finish and embellishment.
The blade lacks a maker’s marking, and the spine is
etched “IRON PROOF,” a marking often seen on Solingen
blades produced on order for American jewelers and
silversmiths. Without a doubt the sword showcases the
work of a period master craftsman. Both sides of the
blade have a 3-1/4 inch panel of etched and gold washed
scrollwork above the ricasso and a 7-1/2 inch panel of
American martial and patriotic themes positioned further
up. The guard and pommel are cast and sculpted brass
with a gilt finish. The hilt is adorn with a “screaming
eagle” quillion, double sided oak leaf and acorn motifs
between the guard branches, a raised American eagle
motif on the back of the pommel, and a 5/8 inch long
faceted orange stone surrounded by 16 smaller round cut
purple stones on the pommel cap. The grip is cast silver
and features triple strand brass wire wrap. The scabbard
is nickel finished overall with gold washed brass fittings,
which are decorated with repeating scroll and patriotic

motifs. The tip is adorned with a raised and sculpted
American sergeant in Civil War dress standing with a fixed
bayonet before two flags joined by a laurel wreath, the
middle suspension band is engraved “US” on the back
and shows a raised array of arms on the front, and the
upper band has a pair of blank inscription panels and a
raised American Eagle design, along with a set of thick
twisted wire rings. The blank inscription panels leave
admirers to speculate the intended recipient.
Very fine. The blade is bright overall, with some spotting,
gray patina and mild pitting concentrated at the upper
third of the blade, with solid decoration and etching. The
hilt is very good, with well-aged antique brass visible
along the edges, a few dark spots and mild handling
marks. A small casting void is present in the beak of
the eagle, and the decorative stones are all solid. The
scabbard is very good, with a few dents and handling
marks. This handsome presentation quality sword makes
for a welcomed addition to any American martial edged
weapons collection.
DONATED BY: ROCK ISLAND AUCTION

GUNWERKS CUSTOM 7MM REMINGTON MAGNUM LONG
RANGE RIFLE TOPPED WITH 5.5-22X NIGHTFORCE SCOPE

Gunwerks is pleased to donate a 2018 Magnus rifle
system complete with ballistically calibrated scope
chambered in 7mm Remington Magnum. This shooting
system comes equipped with a carbon fiber wrapped
barrel, stainless steel GLR action, and newly designed
carbon fiber stock with a fully adjustable recoil pad
system and custom paint. The optic features a
magnification range of 5.5-22X complete with ballistically
calibrated custom turret. The new Magnus is the result of
ten years of building long range shooting systems, it
is the most impressive shooting experience you will have
in the field. The secret of this shooting system is found
in the design. When we sketched out the concept of the
Magnus, we wanted to build the perfect rifle for long
range shooting. Specifically, we wanted a stock design
that fit the ergonomics of prone and bench shooting.
The grip is vertical, the fore-end wide and stable with
a radically flat toe line, and an adjustable recoil system
designed to be fully customizable to the shooter. It
retains the signature Gunwerks negative comb.
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The result is straight tracking, low muzzle lift, and fast
target re-engagement. It’s so different, it’s startling! The
new Magnus rifle comes in a custom SKB case making it
easy to transport and store.
For more information, contact: Garrett Wall
307-296-7280 or garrett@gunwerks.com
DONATED BY: GUNWERKS AND NIGHTFORCE
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JERRY FISK/JESSE JAMES CUSTOM MADE BOWIE &
STAINLESS STEEL ENGRAVED M1911 HANDGUN

This Bowie knife design is taken from the pages of
American history, historically carried by men willing to
face what was before them. Those thoughts were in the
air as the billet of steel was folded and forge welded by
Jerry Fisk and historical materials were added into the
steel itself. The STAR pattern, “Saving the American
Rights” was forged into the blade, including steels from
the USS Cole and tram rails from the bombing of Pearl
Harbor. The handle is hand crafted from stainless steel
and represents another symbolic meaning to our 2nd
Amendment fight. Stainless steel has a great resistance
to corrosion – just as the NRA is resistant to corrosion of
our rights.

Handmade by Jerry Fisk, Master smith and a designated
National Living Treasure.
Ian Morrison has been performing the fine art of Hand
Engraving since 1997 where he began working under
Master Hand Engraver, Scott Pilkington. Although he
specializes in engraving custom firearms and knives,
Ian has also engraved a variety of heirloom items from
pewter baby cups to sterling and gold jewelry pieces.
Combining his passion for the outdoors with his natural
creative ability, each piece that Ian engraves is a unique
and artfully carved one of a kind collectible.
DONATED BY: JERRY FISK AND JESSE JAMES

The pistol is a stainless Steel full relief engraved JJFU
“Pee Wee” carry size 1911 in 45acp.

FIVE DAYS HUNTING IN NEW ZEALAND AND FOUR NIGHTS
ACCOMMODATION IN WANAKA IN THE SOUTH ISLAND FOR
TWO HUNTERS.

Includes trophy fees for two Red Stags, silver class up
to 370 SCI.
Includes meals, guiding and field prep, refreshments,
accommodations, pick up and return to the
Queenstown airport.
HUNT MUST BE TAKEN BY END OF JUNE 2019.
Upgrades, additional species and extra days available as
per pricelist.
www.johnscurrhuntingtours.co.nz
Phone: 0116421919931
Email: jscurr@xtra.co.nz
DONATED BY: JOHN SCURR HUNTING TOURS
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A SET OF TWO 10MM 1911 POWERHOUSES WITH
CONSECUTIVE SERIAL NUMBERS

5 DAY TEXAS SLAM AT ROCKHILL RANCH FOR MULE DEER,
WHITETAIL AND PRONGHORN
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Sabatti Saphire

Maven Optics C1 10X42

Les Baer 1911 Premier IIc 6” 10mm HUNTER
More hunters than ever are responding to the challenge
of stalking big game using only a handgun. But, for many,
the experience could be even more satisfying if they were
able to go afield equipped with a familiar feeling 1911, built
for match grade accuracy and superior reliability, while
being specially chambered in a powerful, high velocity
caliber with plenty of knockdown power.
Les Baer Custom’s 10mm HUNTER model of the
world famous Premier IIc has been designed and built
specifically as a precision hunting arm and is a perfect
choice for wild boar and most deer size game. While
custom built from the ground-up and fully equipped
for eye-popping accuracy and user friendly performance
in the field or at the range, it is chambered for the hard
hitting 10mm cartridge to ensure optimum accuracy and
impact and it’s equipped with an extra-long 6” barrel.
Guaranteed to shoot 3” groups at 50 yards.

Les Baer 1911 Premier IIc 5” 10mm
When we introduced our new 10mm “Hunter” in 2017,
many of our hunting friends were ecstatic to have a true
custom 1911 available in a powerful caliber for use in the
field. As we know, 10mm is a dynamo of a caliber for boar
and other deer sized game. And since our “Hunter” was
based on our world famous Premier IIc, which has set the
standard for precision built, reliable, amazingly accurate
1911s, it has been a big hit.
Then, several of our customers asked: “Hey, how about
a high performance, 10mm 1911 that’s maybe a little
shorter than the 6” model? That would be a great choice
for closer quarters hunting and also for carry or even duty
use. Kind of a multi-tasker.”
And that’s how the 1911 Premier IIc 5” 10mm was born.
Standard 1911 size with big power and super performance.
Like the 6” model, the new 5” is custom built from the
ground-up and is fully equipped for unerring accuracy,
superior handling characteristics, and dependability. And
the 10mm cartridge is probably one of the hardest hitting
and most reliable cartridges you’ll find for semi-autos.
Guaranteed to shoot 3” groups at 50 yards.
DONATED BY: LES BAER CUSTOM

Larry Pancake’s Rock Hill Ranch Hunting Company
and Italian Firearms Group present the ILA ultimate
Texas slam! Join professional hunter Larry Pancake on
your quest for the TX slam! You’ll pursue some of the
largest free range trophy mule deer, whitetail deer, and
pronghorn antelope in North America on over 130 square
miles of contiguous historic ranch land in the Texas
panhandle. Enjoy all meals and accomadations, guide
service and field prep of your trophies. With approaching
100 percent success rates over the past 24 years you’re
sure to have the hunts of a lifetime.
To ensure your hunts success you’ll be enjoying a new
Sabatti Saphire hunting rifle from Italian Firearms Group
topped with a custom scope and pair of binoculars
courtesy of Maven built optics and a custom knife
courtesy of Krudo knives, along with a full set of Watson
Airlock custom hunting and outdoor luggage.

All 3 of your Texas hunts will be filmed for the adventures
of Rock Hill Hunting best of DVD. All yours to keep as you
create memories for a lifetime pursuing the ILA ultimate
Texas Slam! Hunts to be taken fall of 2018-2019.
Mule deer and whitetail hunted together 5 days all
inclusive any available dates November early December.
Pronghorn hunt 1st week of October, 2 days all inclusive
any available dates.
NOT INCLUDED: Texas hunting license and
transportation to and from Amarillo, Texas.
DONATED BY: ROCK HILL RANCH HUNTING COMPANY
ITALIAN FIREARMS GROUP, KRUDO KNIVES, WATSON
AIRLOCK AND MAVEN OPTICS
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DEFCON SAFE PACKAGES
FULL SAFE - COURTESY
OF CENTURY ARMS
US Draco Pistol
C39v2 Wood Rifle
C39v2 Zhukov
C39v2 Pistol w/Shockwave Blade
AK Micro Dot Side Mount
for C39’s

1,000 rds. 762x39mm
C308 Sporter Rifle
TP9SFx with Vortex Optic
TP9SF Elite
TP9DA Bronze
Truglo Night Sights for Canik’s
1000 rounds of 7.62
DONATED BY: DEFCON AND
CENTURY ARMS

EVERYONE LOVES GOLD AND GUNS – YOU CAN HAVE BOTH
24k Gold Plated Century AK47 with Wooden Display Case
C39v2 Rifle and fitted Pelican Case
Included in one of the safes are twelve one ounce 2018 $50 Gold
American Eagles, modeled after the $20 Saint-Gaudens Double
Eagle. Among the many patriotic, symbolic designs represented is
Lady Liberty on the obverse, seen with a torch in her right hand and
an olive branch in her left as she strides before the United States
Capitol Building, while a gleaming sunrise radiates behind her. The
reverse of the 1 oz. Gold American Eagle portrays a family of eagles
in a timeless design by noted American artist and Beaumont, Texas
native, Miley Tucker-Frost. Also included will be a $5 Gold American
Eagle with Miley’s autograph.
DONATED BY: DEFCON AND CENTURY
3 Silver Defcon 1 units for ILA
7 Gauge 1/4” Steel fully welded body
26 1 3/4” 304 Stainless Bolts fully functional
2.5 hour fire resistance
Water resistance to 50” high
Weight: 1460 lbs
Door: 1/2” 304 Stainless steel plate total thickness 5”
3 step door gear drive mechanism
Patented: 5 position Puzzler Anti Pry feature
Patented: removable ships wheel
Patented Flush mount lock panel and recessed
ships wheel
170 degree opening of door rough sizes
24DX33”WX59”H
DONATED BY: DEFCON SAFES AND
GRAYSTONE MARKETING

GRAYSTONE
Graystome

FALKOR AND FISHING
Experience accuracy that has never been experienced in a production
AR with the FALKOR Petra in 300 Win Mag. This rifle is equipped with
a 22” DRACOS Straightjacket Barrel System and is fitted with a Vortex
Gen II Razor optic. Securely lock your up your new rifle in your Defcon
safe, grab your significant other or a friend and head to New Zealand for
four days and 5 nights of fishing with EXPLORE! Adventures.
Enjoy this trip in November or December of 2018/2019 at Rivers
South Safaris Lodge on the South Island. You will receive 3 authentic
meals a day, local beer and wine and a 2 to 1 guide ratio. Not included
is airfare, fishing license and gratuities.
DONATED BY: DEFCON, FALKOR AND EXPLORE! ADVENTURES
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FACTORY TOUR AND CUSTOM BUILT RIFLE PACKAGE
BY DANIEL DEFENSE

KRIEGHOFF K20 PARCOURS SHOTGUN IN 20 AND 28 GAUGE

DD Executive Experience for 2
All inclusive-First class airfare for 2
Accommodations at one of Savannah’s premier hotels in
beautiful downtown, transportation & meals
Tour of Daniel Defense’s brand new state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility
Lunch or dinner with owners, Marty & Cindy Daniel
Work with armorer to build (I) firearm of choice (Excluding
DD ISR)
Receives M4Al Deep Woods (lncludes M4Al RJS II fielded
by USSOCOM)
DONATED BY: DANIEL DEFENSE

Take the K-20 Parcours in the field and you hold in your
hands the perfect balance of elegance and reliability.
Built on the sleek K-20 frame with fixed choke (M/IM)
20 gauge and 28 gauge barrels and oil finish Prince
of Wales style stock, the Parcours weighs in at
approximately 7 pounds.
Engraved in classic style Vienna Scroll, Krieghoff’s 2018
NRA-ILA donation takes you on the hunt in style. The
NRA-ILA logo displayed proudly on the receiver bottom
shows your support for the NRA and the excellent
work they do. The K-20 Parcours is ready for your next
adventure.
DONATED BY: KRIEGHOFF
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6 DAY 1 X 1 NILE BUFFALO & EAST AFRICAN SITATUNGA
HUNT FOR ONE HUNTER IN UGANDA

OIL PAINTING 30” X 48” “TWILIGHT TROPHY” BY
JOHN SEEREY-LESTER

DONATED BY: JOHN SEEREY-LESTER
16 day 1x1 Nile buffalo & east African Sitatunga hunt for
one hunter in Uganda, the Pearl of Africa. Method of
take is rifle, bow, handgun or muzzleloader. This hunt is
available in 2020 or 2021. Additional hunters and nonhunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle, boat and foot. This
donation includes field prep, round-trip transportation
between Entebbe Airport and the hunt concession, hunt
permits, conservation/concession/area fees, dip & pack
service, tented accommodations, laundry service, meals,
bottled water/soft drinks, export documents and CITES
permits. Not included are trophy fees for other species
listed, transportation to shipper, charter flights, alcoholic
beverages, personal insurance, gratuities and hotel
accommodations before/after the hunt.
Please call CEO Christian Weth of Uganda Wildlife Safaris
at Christian.

weth@uganda-wildlife-safaris.com
NOTE: MUST BE TAKEN IN 2020/2021
DONATED BY: UGANDA WILDLIFE SAFARIS

Uganda Wildlife
Safaris
EST. 2005
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SAKO 85 PRESTIGE IN .375 H&H WITH STEINER
GS3 2-10X42 SCOPE

KRYPTEK PACKAGE WITH WEARABLES AND
ELITE SERIES RMP RIFLE

TORA SHIRT

TORA PANT

TORA HAT

Sako 85 Prestige Rifle
Sako is proud to present the Prestige line of rifles. Built
for the serious hunter by craftsmen with a pedigree in
building the best. Accurate. Reliable. Beautiful.
The Sako 85 Prestige - with flair and detail like no other.
Rifle Package Includes:
Steiner GS3 2-10x42 Scope
To complement this inspiring rifle, we have included
a Steiner GS3 2-10x42 scope. The new Steiner GS3
“game sensing” scope utilizes exclusive CAT (color
adjusted transmission) lens coatings to amplify contrast
in the peak human vision sensitivity range. The optimized
contrast effectively separates game from leafy or
shadow-dappled backgrounds, exposing your target to
a clean, accurate shot.

Accessory Items:
Beretta Terrain line of accessories is as beautiful as it is
practical. Sturdy canvas construction with leather details.
Beretta Terrain Rifle Sling
Beretta Terrain Long Gun Case
Beretta Terrain Cartridge Bag
DONATED BY: BERETTA AND STEINER

BORA JACKET

BORA PANT

TAKUR JACKET

TORA BEANIE

GAITER
Every RMP Rifle Includes
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
• Break-in
• Hard case with custom cut foam
• 50 rounds of custom loaded ammo (reload data also
provided)
• Custom drop chart and ballistics data
• Picatinny rail on fore-end included as well as standard
sling studs
• 1 Day of “getting to know your rifle” basic long range
training included at our facility in Durango, Colorado
Standard Features
Action: RMPLAM (long action) or RMPSA3 (short action)
Each action comes standard with a 20 MOA Picatinny rail
Stock: McMillan or Manners Carbon Fiber Stock
Action is glass bedded
Std sling swivel studs (1 rear, 2 fore-end)
4” Picatinny rail on fore end of stock
6 different pattern options
Barrel: Proof Research Carbon – 24” or 26”
Bottom Metal: BDL Hinged Floorplate
Timney Trigger: Calvin Elite Set @ 1.5 lbs.
Brake: Schüler 4 port
Hard Case
Ammo: 50 rounds of custom ammo with (1) 50rnd cases
Weight: 7.7 lbs (without scope)
The Altitude™ pattern is ultimately designed for alpine
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TAKUR PANT

GHAR JACKET

TORA GLOVES

(above tree-line) environments where conditions are
extreme, changing quickly and often. The fabrics chosen
for this collection are produced by European industry
leader, schoeller® Textile AG. Extensively used in the
mountaineering community, SVchoeller® is known
for their innovative, technical fabrics produced with
the highest quality and for extreme performance. The
NEW Altitude™ series by Kryptek® is designed using
the best trim, components, and technology available,
keeping you safe and comfortable through our planet’s
harshest environments. What makes the Altitude™ series
truly unique is the “Wet-print” technology used in the
collection. Printed in Germany, this technique is the same
method used on U.S. military and tactical gear. Combine
this with our highly technical fabrics and components
and the Altitude™ line becomes the first of its kind in the
hunting market.
DONATED BY: KRYPTEK AND ROCKY MOUNTAIN
PRECISION RIFLES
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7 DAY HUNT (6 FULL DAYS IN THE FIELD) FOR ONE
REINDEER HUNT ON UMNAK ISLAND

The terrain is generally rolling hills which are fairly easy to
traverse, however there are some deep ravines and areas
near the mountain where walking is a bit more difficult.
Each day you will go out into the field via ATV and glass
for animals and once a trophy reindeer is located you will
make the final stalk on foot.
Travel: Once you book your trip with us, we will give you
all the details regarding flights and travel. Hunters will
arrive in Anchorage via commercial flights and then fly
out to the islands on a private charter that we organize.
It is highly recommended that you purchase travel
insurance for both the hunting trip and the flights. We
have a relationship in place with an insurance agent who
has put together a travel insurance policy specifically
tailored for this trip – we will get you the information to
purchase this policy once you book a trip with us.
Mother Nature reigns supreme in this part of the world –
you must be prepared to deal with delays and changing
plans depending on the weather. Days lost to inclement
weather are not refunded, nor can the hunting trip be
extended – this must be clearly understood before
booking. Clients must be willing to accept that they could
not only lose hunting days going into camp, but also lose
days coming home from camp due to Mother Nature (i.e.
don’t plan any important meetings at work on the week
you are supposed to go home!).
Guns and Ammunition: Rifles chambered in .270
Winchester or larger using premium bullets are
recommended.
Dates: 7 day hunt (6 full days in the field)

PATRIOT 20 MM RIFLE AND SUPER SEVEN
BY BIG SHOT RANCH
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Getting your Trophy Home: Hunters will bring their
frozen capes and antlers back to Anchorage with them
at the conclusion of their hunt on the private charter.
A representative from Knights Taxidermy will meet you
when you arrive in Anchorage and take the capes and
antlers for final taxidermy at their location or expediting
to another taxidermist based on the hunter’s wishes. All
costs for final fleshing, salting, skull boiling, expediting
and/or taxidermy are the responsibility of the hunter and
will be billed to clients by Knights.
Included: All lodging, food and beverages while hunting
(there is no alcohol in camp, hunters must bring their
own if desired), professional hunting guides, and field
preparation of animals.
Not included: Flights into Anchorage, any overnight
hotels required coming or going to camp (minimum one
night in Anchorage or Dutch Harbor and possibly others if
stranded due to weather), licenses, tips, trophy shipment
or taxidermy. Flight from Anchorage to island must be
arranged through Aleutaian Adventures.
TO BOOK A HUNT OR MORE INFORMATION:
Contact: Brett Weaver
Phone: (907)929-5273 ext 212
Email: bweaver@apicda.com
Web: www.aleutaianadventures.com
DONATED BY:
ALEUTIAN ADVENTURES

The Patriot 20mm rifle is the largest and most powerful
American made anti-material rifle that an American citizen
can own. The Patriot 20mm shoots the 20mm Vulcan
canon round which is the same round that the F16 and Fl8
Airforce fighter jets use. The 20mm Vulcan canon round
is more than three times more powerful than the .50
BMG cartridge and is effective to almost 3 miles. The rifle
is approximately 8’ long with the suppressor and weighs
about 130 lbs. The Patriot 20mm rifle was designed for
one special class of people, all American Patriots.
FEATURES:
• 3 mile effective range
• 3 times more powerful than .5O BMG
• 8’ long and weighs 130 lbs.
• Same round as F-16 and F18 fighter jets
• Fluted, hand lapped match barrel
• Convertible to 20/50 round

This package also includes a “Super Seven” shooting
experience at Big Shot Ranch. Big Shot Ranch offers
the ultimate unique firearms experiences on its 67-acre
property just outside of Salt Lake City, Utah. The “Super
Seven” lineup includes the Barrett M82A1 .50 cal. sniper
rifle, the M2H2 “Ma Deuce” belt-fed .50 cal., the M240B
belt-fed .308, the M249 SAW belt-fed .556, M240B beltfed .308, the Glock 18 full auto pistol, the 20mm Vulcan
Canon sniper rifle, and belt-fed .308 “50 rounds per
second” Minigun belt-fed .308. Afterward, you will enjoy a
first class New York steak dinner with all of the trimmings.
The 2,800 sq. ft. clubhouse, includes sofas, classroom
seating, a board room, billiards, a fully equipped kitchen, a
2,000 sq. ft. deck and, of course, the armory.
DONATED BY: BIG SHOT RANCH
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BARRETT ARMS 3 RIFLE PACKAGE

REC7 DI, .224 Valkyrie
After years of raising the bar on long-range shooting with
our .50 caliber rifle systems, Barrett has created our next
generation carbine: REC7 DI. In an effort to continue
this innovation, our Advanced Research Group (ARG)
partnered with Federal Ammunition to develop the .224
Valkyrie REC7 DI as a concept rifle for SHOT Show 2018.
This special Long Range makeup of the REC7 DI features
a heavy profile stainless steel barrel with Barrett muzzle
brake, a SSA trigger and a Magpul PRSIII Stock.
Fieldcraft, .224 Valkyrie
We couldn’t find the perfect hunting rifle, so we built one.
Barrett Fieldcraft, awarded Guns & Ammo Magazine’s
2017 Rifle of the Year, is the perfect combination of ultralightweight design and heavy-duty performance.
This one of a kind Fieldcraft isn’t commercially available
yet and includes a custom color textured finish on the
hand-laid carbon fiber stock; a matte black, fully-bedded

3 DAYS AND 2 NIGHTS EXOTIC GAME HUNT AT MORANI
RIVER RANCH FOR ONE HUNTER AND ONE NON-HUNTER

barreled action; and custom engravings featuring our
ARG mark and the Valkyrie logo.
Model 98B, .338 Lapua Magnum
The Model 98B rifle was developed to be a completely
unique, purpose-built platform for precise long-range
shooting. Its straight-line design, running from the
muzzle to the shooter’s shoulder, tames recoil and allows
for faster, more accurate follow-up shots.
This .338 Lapua Magnum Lightweight model is the
perfect addition to your collection.
DONATED BY: BARRETT ARMS

Morani River Ranch is an exotic game hunters dream
come true with over 70 species that inhabit the property.
The ranch is a 3,000-acre game paradise, nestled in the
beautiful Texas Hill Country, which runs along four miles
of spring fed Nueces River with diverse landscape. The
panoramic views will still your heart and move your soul.
One lucky bidder will receive a mature Kudu Bull and
a mature Gemsbok Hunt for one hunter and one nonhunter, in which you will be pampered by our experienced

ranch staff for 3 days and 2 nights. You will relax in
comfort when you are not hunting. Dine on gourmet
meals prepared specially for you. Enjoy your favorite
beverages with appetizers after your hunt.
DONATED BY:
MORANI RIVER RANCH
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LMT .308 LONG RANGE RILE WITH MLOK UPPER
RECEIVER AND A .224 VALKYRIE

LM65MLKLR
LMT .308 Long Range Rifle with MLOK upper receiver,
24” 6.5 Creedmoor stainless steel barrel with LMT 3 prong
flash hider, and DMR stock.
LM8MRP20224-MARS
LMT .224 Valkyrie Long Range Rifle with slick upper
receiver, 20” chrome line Valkyrie barrel with LMT 3 prong
flash hider, MARS ambi lower, 2-stage trigger and DMR
stock.
DONATED BY: LEWIS MACHINE AND TOOL

BECAUSE FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION®

HUNTING TRIP FOR 1 IN 2018-2019 SEASON WITH
CHOICE OF 1 CAPRA SPECIES

Many SCI members have hunted with Shikar Safaris all
around Asia and Europe and have had great experiences.
We highly recommend the bidder upgrade this hunt
with any other Asian & European big game such as any
species of Ibex, Markhors, Urials, Mouflons, Stags and
Chamois. Please ask Shikar Safaris for all upgrade options
and scheduling the hunt.
Spain – Beceite, Gredos, Ronda or Southeastern Ibex
Arrival & Departure city is Madrid
3 days hunt+2 days travel
Season: October 15 – May 1
Accommodation: hotels or lodges
Trophy fee for one of Gredos Ibex or Beceite Ibex or
Ronda Ibex or Southeastern Ibex:
Best available representative trophy (non-medal).
There will be additional trophy surcharges for bigger
trophies as per the current price list.
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INCLUDED: 1x1 guiding, hunting licenses, all hunting
organization, full board accommodation during the
hunt, daily fees, gun import permit, infield trophy
care, visa invitation, airport handling, VAT and ground
transportation from/to nearest airport.
EXCLUDED: Hotels and sightseeing tours before/after
the hunts, all international/domestic flights, charters
or fast trains, trophy shipments, export documents, vet
certificates, trophy cleaning and preparation after the
hunt, visa fees, insurance, personal expenses and tips.
DONATED BY:
SHIKAR SAFARIS
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